
SummarySummary Psychosis, like othermajorPsychosis, like othermajor

psychiatric disorders, is both geneticallypsychiatric disorders, is both genetically

and clinicallycomplex.Increasinglyand clinically complex.Increasingly

powerfulmolecular genetic studies havepowerfulmolecular genetic studies have

the potential to identify DNAvariationthe potential to identify DNAvariation

that influences susceptibility to geneticallythat influences susceptibility to genetically

complexdisorders.Thereis a needtouse acomplexdisorders.Thereis a needtouse a

range ofgenetic approaches appropriaterange of genetic approaches appropriate

to identifyinga spectrumof risk variantsto identifyinga spectrumof risk variants

fromthe commonthroughto the rare.fromthe commonthroughto the rare.

Somevariantsmighthave large effects atSomevariantsmighthave large effects at

the level of the individualbutmost arethe level of the individual butmost are

likely to havemodestor small effects atlikely to havemodestor small effects at

both population and individuallevel.bothpopulation and individuallevel.

Extensive clinicalheterogeneity is likely toExtensive clinicalheterogeneityis likely to

have a significant impactonthe powerofhave a significant impactonthe powerof

eventhe largest studies and, moreeventhe largest studies and, more

importantly, will lead to extensiveimportantly, will lead to extensive

variabilitybetween studies andhampervariabilitybetween studies andhamper

attempts at replication.If we are to realiseattempts at replication.If we are to realise

the potential ofmolecular genetics, wethe potential ofmolecular genetics, we

need to overcome themajor limitationsneed to overcome themajor limitations

imposedbycurrentpsychiatric diagnosticimposedbycurrentpsychiatric diagnostic

classifications and identify clinicalclassifications and identifyclinical

phenotypes that reflectthe presence ofphenotypes that reflectthe presence of

underlyingentitieswith biologicalvalidity.underlying entitieswith biologicalvalidity.
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In this month’sIn this month’s JournalJournal McClellanMcClellan et alet al

contrast two models of the genetic architec-contrast two models of the genetic architec-

ture of schizophrenia. Here we provide ature of schizophrenia. Here we provide a

context for that paper by considering morecontext for that paper by considering more

widely the genetic and phenotypic com-widely the genetic and phenotypic com-

plexity of psychosis and how this has anplexity of psychosis and how this has an

impact on genetic research.impact on genetic research.

COMPLEXGENETIC DISEASESCOMPLEXGENETIC DISEASES

The term ‘complex genetic diseases’ refersThe term ‘complex genetic diseases’ refers

to common familial illnesses that do notto common familial illnesses that do not

show a simple Mendelian pattern of inheri-show a simple Mendelian pattern of inheri-

tance (Lander & Schork, 1994). Examplestance (Lander & Schork, 1994). Examples

include coronary heart disease, hyper-include coronary heart disease, hyper-

tension, rheumatoid arthritis, type I andtension, rheumatoid arthritis, type I and

type II diabetes mellitus, asthma, manytype II diabetes mellitus, asthma, many

cancers and most psychiatric disorders. Incancers and most psychiatric disorders. In

terms of their genetic properties andterms of their genetic properties and

complexity, psychiatric disorders, includingcomplexity, psychiatric disorders, including

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, areschizophrenia and bipolar disorder, are

very similar to the non-psychiatric commonvery similar to the non-psychiatric common

familial disorders. In fact, perhaps sur-familial disorders. In fact, perhaps sur-

prisingly, genetic susceptibility to risk isprisingly, genetic susceptibility to risk is

substantially higher for the major psy-substantially higher for the major psy-

chiatric illnesses than for most of the non-chiatric illnesses than for most of the non-

psychiatric diseases (Plominpsychiatric diseases (Plomin et alet al, 1994)., 1994).

What makes the study of psychiatric genet-What makes the study of psychiatric genet-

ics substantially more difficult than investi-ics substantially more difficult than investi-

gation of the complex non-psychiatricgation of the complex non-psychiatric

diseases is the lack of biologically validdiseases is the lack of biologically valid

measures for phenotype definition.measures for phenotype definition.

RARE VARIANTSOF LARGERARE VARIANTSOF LARGE
EFFECTAND COMMONEFFECTAND COMMON
VARIANTSOF SMALL EFFECTVARIANTSOF SMALL EFFECT

TheoryTheory

McClellanMcClellan et alet al consider two distinct genet-consider two distinct genet-

ic models that can explain the transmissionic models that can explain the transmission

of common familial disorders that showof common familial disorders that show

non-Mendelian inheritance. They concludenon-Mendelian inheritance. They conclude

that most cases of schizophrenia are likelythat most cases of schizophrenia are likely

to be explained by genetic variants of largeto be explained by genetic variants of large

effect that, although individually rare, ineffect that, although individually rare, in

their totality account for the majority oftheir totality account for the majority of

cases in the population. According to thiscases in the population. According to this

view, only one rare variant of large effectview, only one rare variant of large effect

is involved in each family, but different var-is involved in each family, but different var-

iants, which may be in the same or in otheriants, which may be in the same or in other

genes, operate in other families. This isgenes, operate in other families. This is

sometimes called the ‘common disease–raresometimes called the ‘common disease–rare

variant’ model. It can be contrasted withvariant’ model. It can be contrasted with

the ‘common disease–common variant’the ‘common disease–common variant’

model which forms the rationale for themodel which forms the rationale for the

large-scale genetic association studies thatlarge-scale genetic association studies that

are ongoing in many centres around theare ongoing in many centres around the

world. In the latter model, a common disease,world. In the latter model, a common disease,

such as schizophrenia, results from the co-such as schizophrenia, results from the co-

action of multiple (ranging in principleaction of multiple (ranging in principle

from a few to many thousand) commonfrom a few to many thousand) common

variants (‘polymorphisms’), each of whichvariants (‘polymorphisms’), each of which

has a small effect on illness susceptibility.has a small effect on illness susceptibility.

When an individual inherits several, orWhen an individual inherits several, or

many, susceptibility variants together, theymany, susceptibility variants together, they

have a sizable influence on disease risk.have a sizable influence on disease risk.

This is essentially the traditional ‘multi-This is essentially the traditional ‘multi-

factorial’ model that assumes the action offactorial’ model that assumes the action of

multiple genes and environmental riskmultiple genes and environmental risk

factors (Falconer & MacKay, 1995).factors (Falconer & MacKay, 1995).

SchizophreniaSchizophrenia

McClellanMcClellan et alet al argue strongly against theargue strongly against the

common disease–common variant modelcommon disease–common variant model

but argue in favour of rare variants of largebut argue in favour of rare variants of large

effect. Since we still do not know the trueeffect. Since we still do not know the true

genetic architecture of schizophrenia, chal-genetic architecture of schizophrenia, chal-

lenges to widely held assumptions andlenges to widely held assumptions and

discussions of the possible impact on genediscussions of the possible impact on gene

discovery are welcome. However, a consid-discovery are welcome. However, a consid-

erable body of genetic epidemiological anderable body of genetic epidemiological and

molecular data relating to schizophrenia asmolecular data relating to schizophrenia as

well as population genetic findings dowell as population genetic findings do

allow some inferences to be drawn andallow some inferences to be drawn and

constrain the nature of plausible models.constrain the nature of plausible models.

We agree with McClellanWe agree with McClellan et alet al that rarethat rare

mutations are likely to be important inmutations are likely to be important in

some cases of schizophrenia; there are in-some cases of schizophrenia; there are in-

deed examples in which schizophrenia isdeed examples in which schizophrenia is

related to chromosomal abnormalities.related to chromosomal abnormalities.

However, it is our contention that key ge-However, it is our contention that key ge-

netic epidemiological and molecular geneticnetic epidemiological and molecular genetic

observations are inconsistent with theobservations are inconsistent with the

hypothesis that rare variants of large effecthypothesis that rare variants of large effect

can explain the majority of cases ofcan explain the majority of cases of

schizophrenia. Further, the dismissal byschizophrenia. Further, the dismissal by

McClellan and colleagues of the import-McClellan and colleagues of the import-

ance of variants of modest or small effectance of variants of modest or small effect

is not well founded. Important pieces ofis not well founded. Important pieces of

evidence that contradict their assertionsevidence that contradict their assertions

are given below.are given below.

Families with clear MendelianFamilies with clear Mendelian
inheritance patterns are rareinheritance patterns are rare

Under the model of rare variants of majorUnder the model of rare variants of major

effect, even allowing for a high proportioneffect, even allowing for a high proportion

of new mutations, it would be expected thatof new mutations, it would be expected that

there would be many families withthere would be many families with clear-cutclear-cut

single gene inheritance. However, as ex-single gene inheritance. However, as ex-

perienced clinical psychiatrists will know,perienced clinical psychiatrists will know,

such families are rare.such families are rare.

Single genes of major effectSingle genes of major effect
have not been foundhave not been found

Over the past 20 years hundreds of diseasesOver the past 20 years hundreds of diseases

with Mendelian inheritance have beenwith Mendelian inheritance have been

subjected to genetic analysis (‘positionalsubjected to genetic analysis (‘positional

cloning’) which has allowed detection ofcloning’) which has allowed detection of

mutations of major effect using only a fewmutations of major effect using only a few
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families or just one large pedigree (Collins,families or just one large pedigree (Collins,

1992; Botstein & Risch, 2003), some of1992; Botstein & Risch, 2003), some of

which are cited by McClellanwhich are cited by McClellan et alet al..

Although rare, extended pedigrees multiplyAlthough rare, extended pedigrees multiply

affected by psychosis do exist and haveaffected by psychosis do exist and have

been studied genetically. If single genes ofbeen studied genetically. If single genes of

major effect explained illness in suchmajor effect explained illness in such

pedigrees, the genetic methods used shouldpedigrees, the genetic methods used should

have identified them, or at least unambigu-have identified them, or at least unambigu-

ously defined a chromosomal location, asously defined a chromosomal location, as

has been done successfully for the many dis-has been done successfully for the many dis-

orders with Mendelian inheritance. How-orders with Mendelian inheritance. How-

ever, when extended pedigrees withever, when extended pedigrees with

multiple cases of illness that are consistentmultiple cases of illness that are consistent

with simple Mendelian inheritance patternswith simple Mendelian inheritance patterns

have been subjected to intensive molecularhave been subjected to intensive molecular

genetic study, not only have mutations ofgenetic study, not only have mutations of

major effect not been identified, the evi-major effect not been identified, the evi-

dence for linkage is much weaker thandence for linkage is much weaker than

one would expect if the families were segre-one would expect if the families were segre-

gating a single cause of the disorder.gating a single cause of the disorder.

Rather, findings to date are consistent withRather, findings to date are consistent with

multiple variants of modest effect (seemultiple variants of modest effect (see

ChumakovChumakov et alet al, 2002; Stefansson, 2002; Stefansson et alet al,,

2002; Straub2002; Straub et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

Mathematical modelling of familial risk isMathematical modelling of familial risk is
inconsistent with single genes of large effectinconsistent with single genes of large effect

McClellanMcClellan et alet al cite Risch’s studies model-cite Risch’s studies model-

ling the way risk of illness changes as aling the way risk of illness changes as a

function of genetic relatedness to a suffererfunction of genetic relatedness to a sufferer

(Risch, 1990). For both schizophrenia and(Risch, 1990). For both schizophrenia and

bipolar disorder there is a very rapid, non-bipolar disorder there is a very rapid, non-

linear decrease of risk when moving fromlinear decrease of risk when moving from

a genetically identical individual (i.e. mono-a genetically identical individual (i.e. mono-

zygotic co-twin where the risk is 50–60%),zygotic co-twin where the risk is 50–60%),

to an individual who shares half the genesto an individual who shares half the genes

(e.g. sibling, parent, dizygotic co-twin(e.g. sibling, parent, dizygotic co-twin

where risk is around 10%). Contrary towhere risk is around 10%). Contrary to

the assertion by McClellanthe assertion by McClellan et alet al, mathema-, mathema-

tical modelling demonstrates that this pat-tical modelling demonstrates that this pat-

tern cannot be explained by a collection oftern cannot be explained by a collection of

genes of large effect that act on their own,genes of large effect that act on their own,

even if a sizable proportion areeven if a sizable proportion are de novode novo mu-mu-

tations. For illnesses where one mutation is atations. For illnesses where one mutation is a

sufficient cause of illness in each familysufficient cause of illness in each family

(whether or not there is a different mutation(whether or not there is a different mutation

or gene involved in different families) there isor gene involved in different families) there is

a more gradual (linear) decrease of riska more gradual (linear) decrease of risk

(McGue & Gottesman, 1989). In contrast,(McGue & Gottesman, 1989). In contrast,

the rapid, non-linear decrease of risk is com-the rapid, non-linear decrease of risk is com-

patible with multiple interacting risk factors,patible with multiple interacting risk factors,

albeit of unknown frequency, that individu-albeit of unknown frequency, that individu-

ally have modest effects (Risch, 1990;ally have modest effects (Risch, 1990;

CraddockCraddock et alet al, 1995)., 1995).

Molecular genetic findings are consistent withMolecular genetic findings are consistent with
multiple risk alleles of modest effectmultiple risk alleles of modest effect

Several genes have been implicated repeat-Several genes have been implicated repeat-

edly as conferring risk for schizophrenia oredly as conferring risk for schizophrenia or

bipolar disorder. These include dysbindinbipolar disorder. These include dysbindin

((DTNBP1DTNBP1) (Straub) (Straub et alet al, 2002; Williams, 2002; Williams etet

alal, 2005), neuregulin 1 (, 2005), neuregulin 1 (NRG1NRG1; Stefansson; Stefansson

et alet al, 2002; Tosato, 2002; Tosato et alet al, 2005; Munafo, 2005; Munafo etet

alal, 2006) and, 2006) and DD-amino acid oxidase activator-amino acid oxidase activator

((DAOADAOA,, G72/G30G72/G30; Chumakov; Chumakov et alet al, 2002;, 2002;

Detera-Wadleigh & McMahon, 2006). TheDetera-Wadleigh & McMahon, 2006). The

patterns of effect sizes and allele frequenciespatterns of effect sizes and allele frequencies

are consistent with the common disease–are consistent with the common disease–

common variant model and with the positivecommon variant model and with the positive

findings that have been emerging in studiesfindings that have been emerging in studies

of non-psychiatric complex genetic diseasesof non-psychiatric complex genetic diseases

(Todd, 2006). Estimated effect sizes are all(Todd, 2006). Estimated effect sizes are all

modest, with estimated relative risks (ormodest, with estimated relative risks (or

odds ratios) typically below 2.0. In contrast,odds ratios) typically below 2.0. In contrast,

no rare alleles of large effect have yet beenno rare alleles of large effect have yet been

unequivocally identified, although a few rareunequivocally identified, although a few rare

chromosomal aberrations have been shownchromosomal aberrations have been shown

to dramatically increase risk (Craddockto dramatically increase risk (Craddock etet

alal, 2005)., 2005).

GENETIC COMPLEXITYGENETIC COMPLEXITY
OF SCHIZOPHRENIAOF SCHIZOPHRENIA

As is often the case with dichotomous deci-As is often the case with dichotomous deci-

sions, choosing betweensions, choosing between eithereither rare variantsrare variants

of large effectof large effect oror common variants of smallcommon variants of small

effect is almost certainly oversimplistic. In-effect is almost certainly oversimplistic. In-

stead, it is probably more reasonable tostead, it is probably more reasonable to

assume that the spectrum of mutations forassume that the spectrum of mutations for

common disease is similar to that of all var-common disease is similar to that of all var-

iants in the human genome. This leads to theiants in the human genome. This leads to the

expectation of a spectrum of risk variants ofexpectation of a spectrum of risk variants of

varying effect sizes, including both commonvarying effect sizes, including both common

and rare alleles (Wangand rare alleles (Wang et alet al, 2005). Note that, 2005). Note that

the spectrum of likely risk alleles also in-the spectrum of likely risk alleles also in-

cludes rare variants of small or modest effectcludes rare variants of small or modest effect

size, the existence of which might well provesize, the existence of which might well prove

to be a far greater obstacle to gene discoveryto be a far greater obstacle to gene discovery

than rare alleles of large effect size.than rare alleles of large effect size.

It is important to acknowledge that, inIt is important to acknowledge that, in

addition to the models already discussed,addition to the models already discussed,

several molecular genetic mechanisms areseveral molecular genetic mechanisms are

known that result in complex, non-known that result in complex, non-

Mendleian patterns of inheritance for a dis-Mendleian patterns of inheritance for a dis-

order or trait. Examples include: dynamicorder or trait. Examples include: dynamic

mutations (e.g. the expanding trinucleotidemutations (e.g. the expanding trinucleotide

repeats that underlie fragile X disorder);repeats that underlie fragile X disorder);

genomic imprinting (e.g. Prader–Willi syn-genomic imprinting (e.g. Prader–Willi syn-

drome); and mitochondrial inheritancedrome); and mitochondrial inheritance

(e.g. some optic atrophies) as well as other(e.g. some optic atrophies) as well as other

mechanisms involving deletion, insertionmechanisms involving deletion, insertion

or variable repetition of stretches of DNA.or variable repetition of stretches of DNA.

Such mechanisms might contribute to theSuch mechanisms might contribute to the

genetic complexity of psychiatric illnessgenetic complexity of psychiatric illness

and need to be considered in the searchand need to be considered in the search

for genetic factors that influence suscept-for genetic factors that influence suscept-

ibility to schizophrenia (see Margolisibility to schizophrenia (see Margolis et alet al,,

1999; Malaspina, 2001; Singh1999; Malaspina, 2001; Singh et alet al, 2002;, 2002;

Ben-Shachar & Laifenfeld, 2004).Ben-Shachar & Laifenfeld, 2004).

PHENOTYPIC COMPLEXITYPHENOTYPIC COMPLEXITY
INPSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSINPSYCHIATRIC ILLNESS

For most complex genetic diseases,For most complex genetic diseases,

although pathophysiology is incompletelyalthough pathophysiology is incompletely

understood, there are biological measuresunderstood, there are biological measures

that can be used to define the phenotypethat can be used to define the phenotype

(e.g. blood glucose in diabetes, blood pres-(e.g. blood glucose in diabetes, blood pres-

sure in hypertension or biopsy and histol-sure in hypertension or biopsy and histol-

ogy for cancers). These measures areogy for cancers). These measures are

typically reliable and, importantly, havetypically reliable and, importantly, have

biological validity. The fundamentalbiological validity. The fundamental

importance of phenotype definition andimportance of phenotype definition and

measurement for the success of genemeasurement for the success of gene

identification in human genetics has longidentification in human genetics has long

been appreciated (Lander & Schork,been appreciated (Lander & Schork,

1994). It is surprising, therefore, that the1994). It is surprising, therefore, that the

vast majority of psychiatric genetic studiesvast majority of psychiatric genetic studies

continue to rely on DSM–IV (or ICD–10)continue to rely on DSM–IV (or ICD–10)

diagnostic categories as if they werediagnostic categories as if they were

proven, valid disease entities. Many re-proven, valid disease entities. Many re-

searchers have assumed that the effects ofsearchers have assumed that the effects of

heterogeneity would be overcome as theheterogeneity would be overcome as the

technical advances of molecular geneticstechnical advances of molecular genetics

allowed increasingly large and powerfulallowed increasingly large and powerful

studies. However, this might not occur if,studies. However, this might not occur if,

as well might be the case, researchers tendas well might be the case, researchers tend

to adopt less restrictive, or more ‘prag-to adopt less restrictive, or more ‘prag-

matic’, inclusion criteria to facilitate the as-matic’, inclusion criteria to facilitate the as-

sembly of larger samples. Genetic researchsembly of larger samples. Genetic research

might benefit more from the use of smaller,might benefit more from the use of smaller,

more homogeneous than larger, moremore homogeneous than larger, more

heterogeneous samples (Craddockheterogeneous samples (Craddock et alet al,,

2006). This principle is clearly demon-2006). This principle is clearly demon-

strated by the example of thestrated by the example of the DD-amino acid-amino acid

oxidase activator gene (oxidase activator gene (DAOADAOA) which has) which has

been implicated in some, but not all, studiesbeen implicated in some, but not all, studies

of both schizophrenia and bipolar disorderof both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder

(Chumakov(Chumakov et alet al, 2002; Hattori, 2002; Hattori et alet al, 2003;, 2003;

Detera-Wadeleigh & McMahon, 2006). InDetera-Wadeleigh & McMahon, 2006). In

a large study we found evidence that thea large study we found evidence that the

gene confers risk for episodes of pathologi-gene confers risk for episodes of pathologi-

cal mood disturbance irrespective ofcal mood disturbance irrespective of

diagnostic category (Williamsdiagnostic category (Williams et alet al, 2006)., 2006).

We found significant association in 706We found significant association in 706

individuals meeting DSM–IV criteria forindividuals meeting DSM–IV criteria for

bipolar disorder. Among those meeting cri-bipolar disorder. Among those meeting cri-

teria for schizophrenia there was significantteria for schizophrenia there was significant

association in 112 who had also experiencedassociation in 112 who had also experienced

major mood episodes but not in 597 withoutmajor mood episodes but not in 597 without

major mood episodes. Further, no associa-major mood episodes. Further, no associa-

tion was detectable if the schizophrenia sam-tion was detectable if the schizophrenia sam-

ple was treated as a single homogeneousple was treated as a single homogeneous

entity (as is the case in most studies). Thisentity (as is the case in most studies). This

suggests that results of studies ofsuggests that results of studies of DAOADAOA inin

categorically defined ‘schizophrenia’ samplescategorically defined ‘schizophrenia’ samples

are dependent upon the proportion of peopleare dependent upon the proportion of people

in the sample that have experienced moodin the sample that have experienced mood

disorder – information that is not usuallydisorder – information that is not usually

provided or considered by researchers.provided or considered by researchers.
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A further striking example is providedA further striking example is provided

by the gene Disrupted in Schizophrenia 1by the gene Disrupted in Schizophrenia 1

((DISC1DISC1). This was identified by studies of). This was identified by studies of

an extended Scottish pedigree in which aan extended Scottish pedigree in which a

spectrum of psychiatric illness, includingspectrum of psychiatric illness, including

mood and psychotic diagnoses, co-segre-mood and psychotic diagnoses, co-segre-

gated with a chromosomal translocationgated with a chromosomal translocation

(St Clair(St Clair et alet al, 1990; Millar, 1990; Millar et alet al, 2000;, 2000;

MuirMuir et alet al, 2006). Although the name given, 2006). Although the name given

to the gene by the research team explicitlyto the gene by the research team explicitly

refers to schizophrenia, major disorder isrefers to schizophrenia, major disorder is

actually more strongly linked to the translo-actually more strongly linked to the translo-

cation (Blackwoodcation (Blackwood et alet al, 2001). We have, 2001). We have

provided independent evidence from a link-provided independent evidence from a link-

age study of families with schizoaffectiveage study of families with schizoaffective

disorder that variation at thedisorder that variation at the DISC1DISC1 locuslocus

influences susceptibility to psychopathol-influences susceptibility to psychopathol-

ogy involving disturbances in both moodogy involving disturbances in both mood

and psychotic domains (Hamshereand psychotic domains (Hamshere et alet al,,

2005).2005).

All the molecular evidence suggests thatAll the molecular evidence suggests that

genetic susceptibility does not respect cur-genetic susceptibility does not respect cur-

rent operational diagnostic boundariesrent operational diagnostic boundaries

(Craddock & Owen, 2005). This will not(Craddock & Owen, 2005). This will not

surprise psychiatrists. ‘Schizophrenia’ is sosurprise psychiatrists. ‘Schizophrenia’ is so

broad that it is possible for one sample tobroad that it is possible for one sample to

be composed of individuals with chronicbe composed of individuals with chronic

disability involving cognitive impairment,disability involving cognitive impairment,

marked negative features and minimal af-marked negative features and minimal af-

fective or positive psychotic symptomsfective or positive psychotic symptoms

whereas another sample could include indi-whereas another sample could include indi-

viduals who are able to function relativelyviduals who are able to function relatively

well, with an episodic course and markedwell, with an episodic course and marked

affective and positive psychotic symptoms.affective and positive psychotic symptoms.

Self-evidently, unless clinical variation isSelf-evidently, unless clinical variation is

the consequence of chance or of environ-the consequence of chance or of environ-

mental risk factors, illness in each of themental risk factors, illness in each of the

above two samples will reflect the opera-above two samples will reflect the opera-

tion of at least some susceptibility allelestion of at least some susceptibility alleles

not held in common at the same frequencynot held in common at the same frequency

in each group. Since the key to unambigu-in each group. Since the key to unambigu-

ously identifying a risk factor is replicationously identifying a risk factor is replication

across different samples, we must move be-across different samples, we must move be-

yond diagnostic categories for describingyond diagnostic categories for describing

and analysing samples and routinely con-and analysing samples and routinely con-

sider more detailed measures of lifetimesider more detailed measures of lifetime

psychopathology. There are substantialpsychopathology. There are substantial

theoretical benefits of using endopheno-theoretical benefits of using endopheno-

types (intermediate phenotypes) such astypes (intermediate phenotypes) such as

neuroimaging or tests of cognitive functionneuroimaging or tests of cognitive function

to define more homogeneous groups or toto define more homogeneous groups or to

access more directlyaccess more directly abnormalities thatabnormalities that

mediate the effects of genes on psycho-mediate the effects of genes on psycho-

pathology (Jablensky, 2006; Braffpathology (Jablensky, 2006; Braff et alet al,,

2007). However, these approaches are not2007). However, these approaches are not

without difficulties (Owenwithout difficulties (Owen et alet al, 2005) and, 2005) and

most samples collected to date for genetic stu-most samples collected to date for genetic stu-

dies have clinical data rather than these ex-dies have clinical data rather than these ex-

tended measures. It is therefore relativelytended measures. It is therefore relatively

simple and inexpensive to make more effec-simple and inexpensive to make more effec-

tive use of the clinical data that can be usedtive use of the clinical data that can be used

to characterise individuals.to characterise individuals.

ISSUES THATAFFECTISSUES THATAFFECT
PHENOTYPIC COMPLEXITYPHENOTYPIC COMPLEXITY

Much attention has been devoted to geneticMuch attention has been devoted to genetic

issues that can affect comparisons betweenissues that can affect comparisons between

studies. These include genetic differencesstudies. These include genetic differences

between different geographical or ethnicbetween different geographical or ethnic

populations (so-called population stratifi-populations (so-called population stratifi-

cation or structure; see Cardon & Palmer,cation or structure; see Cardon & Palmer,

2003), methods of ascertainment (see2003), methods of ascertainment (see

McCarthyMcCarthy et alet al, 1998), approaches to, 1998), approaches to

dealing with unknown genetic models (seedealing with unknown genetic models (see

Risch, 2000), and genotyping error (seeRisch, 2000), and genotyping error (see

MoskvinaMoskvina et alet al, 2006). In contrast, similar, 2006). In contrast, similar

issues contributing to phenotypic heteroge-issues contributing to phenotypic heteroge-

neity have been less widely considered,neity have been less widely considered,

although they can cause substantial clinicalalthough they can cause substantial clinical

variability between samples (Table 1).variability between samples (Table 1).

These include:These include:

(a)(a) Geographical origin. In addition to theGeographical origin. In addition to the

likelihood that genetic contribution tolikelihood that genetic contribution to

illness varies between populations,illness varies between populations,

there will be differences resulting fromthere will be differences resulting from

varying environmental exposures, socio-varying environmental exposures, socio-

cultural factors, service provision, etc.cultural factors, service provision, etc.

(b)(b) Ascertainment method. The spectrumAscertainment method. The spectrum

of clinical features (symptoms, severity,of clinical features (symptoms, severity,

functioning, illness course, etc.) of indi-functioning, illness course, etc.) of indi-

viduals recruited depends upon theviduals recruited depends upon the

mode of ascertainment. For example, in-mode of ascertainment. For example, in-

patients at a tertiary referral centre differpatients at a tertiary referral centre differ

from out-patients in secondary care.from out-patients in secondary care.

(c)(c) Unknown phenotypic model. Reliance onUnknown phenotypic model. Reliance on

DSM–IV or ICD–10 categories obscuresDSM–IV or ICD–10 categories obscures

enormous clinical variability within cate-enormous clinical variability within cate-

gories. Perhaps of even greater concern,gories. Perhaps of even greater concern,

similarities across different categories ofsimilarities across different categories of

disorder are hidden.disorder are hidden.

(d)(d) Measurement issues. Standardised meth-Measurement issues. Standardised meth-

odologies for lifetime assessment ofodologies for lifetime assessment of

psychopathology are available. The samepsychopathology are available. The same

attention that is routinely given to tech-attention that is routinely given to tech-

nical issues of laboratory measurementnical issues of laboratory measurement

must be given to correct, reliable andmust be given to correct, reliable and

consistent use of phenotype measurement.consistent use of phenotype measurement.

To maximise the potential of molecularTo maximise the potential of molecular

genetic studies we need to pay much moregenetic studies we need to pay much more

attention to these phenotypic methodologicalattention to these phenotypic methodological

issues than has recently been the norm.issues than has recently been the norm.

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

There is a need to use a range of genetic ap-There is a need to use a range of genetic ap-

proaches that are appropriate to identifyingproaches that are appropriate to identifying

a spectrum of risk variants from the com-a spectrum of risk variants from the com-

mon through to the rare. McClellanmon through to the rare. McClellan et alet al

(2007) argue for approaches targeting risk(2007) argue for approaches targeting risk

alleles of large individual effect but lowalleles of large individual effect but low

populationpopulation effect size. Although data fromeffect size. Although data from

genetic epidemiology and molecular genet-genetic epidemiology and molecular genet-

ics support the existence of some rare chro-ics support the existence of some rare chro-

mosomal abnormalities of large effect size,mosomal abnormalities of large effect size,

the evidence suggests rare variants of largethe evidence suggests rare variants of large

effect size do not account for the majorityeffect size do not account for the majority

of cases of schizophrenia. However, oneof cases of schizophrenia. However, one

unanswered possibility is that most geneticunanswered possibility is that most genetic

risk results from rare alleles of moderaterisk results from rare alleles of moderate

effect size. Since for the next few yearseffect size. Since for the next few years

common alleles of modest effect size arecommon alleles of modest effect size are

likely to be more tractable than are rarelikely to be more tractable than are rare
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Table1Table1 Factors affecting issues of genetic and phenotypic complexity in psychiatric genetic studiesFactors affecting issues of genetic and phenotypic complexity in psychiatric genetic studies

Factors affectingFactors affecting

IssueIssue Clinical phenotypeClinical phenotype GenotypeGenotype

Population studiedPopulation studied EnvironmentEnvironment Genetic differencesGenetic differences

Sociocultural factorsSociocultural factors Population stratification/‘structure’Population stratification/‘structure’

Service provisionService provision

Participant ascertainmentParticipant ascertainment SeveritySeverity Genetic loadingGenetic loading

Symptom patternSymptom pattern Selection for simple inheritanceSelection for simple inheritance

Course of illnessCourse of illness

ImpairmentImpairment

Treatment responseTreatment response

UnderlyingmodelUnderlyingmodel Unknown phenotype (disease) modelUnknown phenotype (disease) model

requires analytical strategies that dorequires analytical strategies that do

not rely on knowingmodel preciselynot rely on knowingmodel precisely

Unknown genetic model requiresUnknown genetic model requires

analytical strategies that do not relyanalytical strategies that do not rely

on knowingmodel preciselyon knowingmodel precisely

MeasurementMeasurement Consistency of assessmentmethodsConsistency of assessmentmethods Consistency of genotypingmethodsConsistency of genotypingmethods

Variable use of standard terminologyVariable use of standard terminology Genotyping errorGenotyping error

Phenotypemeasurement errorPhenotypemeasurement error
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alleles, it seems appropriate that the focusalleles, it seems appropriate that the focus

in the immediate future will be on largein the immediate future will be on large

samples and molecular genetic methodssamples and molecular genetic methods

powered to detect the common alleles ofpowered to detect the common alleles of

modest effect size. Such approaches havemodest effect size. Such approaches have

only become available in the past 1–2 years;only become available in the past 1–2 years;

it is far too early to judge whether they haveit is far too early to judge whether they have

been successful or not; indeed, at the timebeen successful or not; indeed, at the time

of writing, no whole genome-based surveysof writing, no whole genome-based surveys

for common alleles of moderate effect sizefor common alleles of moderate effect size

have been published. However, we predicthave been published. However, we predict

that the interpretation of the data fromthat the interpretation of the data from

such studies will be impeded by clinicalsuch studies will be impeded by clinical

variability across samples.variability across samples.

Replication of novel findings is essen-Replication of novel findings is essen-

tial. However, if as we suspect genetic var-tial. However, if as we suspect genetic var-

iants that influence risk for psychiatriciants that influence risk for psychiatric

disorder influence aspects of the phenotypedisorder influence aspects of the phenotype

across DSM–IV/ICD–10 categories, andacross DSM–IV/ICD–10 categories, and

also influence only some aspects of the phe-also influence only some aspects of the phe-

notype within these diagnostic categories,notype within these diagnostic categories,

replication in psychiatric genetics will re-replication in psychiatric genetics will re-

quire close attention to both clinical psychi-quire close attention to both clinical psychi-

atric methodology and geneticatric methodology and genetic

methodology. We will need to becomemethodology. We will need to become

more sophisticated in our phenotypic think-more sophisticated in our phenotypic think-

ing and move beyond studies and analysesing and move beyond studies and analyses

based mainly on the traditional descriptivebased mainly on the traditional descriptive

diagnostic categories (see Craddock &diagnostic categories (see Craddock &

Owen, 2005; Marneros, 2006; Angst,Owen, 2005; Marneros, 2006; Angst,

2007). We need to ensure that clinical2007). We need to ensure that clinical

psychiatry is placed very firmly at the heartpsychiatry is placed very firmly at the heart

of psychiatric genetics.of psychiatric genetics.
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